Manufacturing Productivity Solution

Manufacturing
Planning &
Management



Reduce Testing Delays



Optimize Equipment Utilization



Provide Management Reporting

Problem Description

A large industrial manufacturer required a suite of business management and
reporting tools to support critical manufacturing and customer service
processes as well as provide information to drive their Lean initiatives.

AIM Solution

AIM worked closely with numerous sales, manufacturing, and customer
support personnel to rapidly develop a series of Microsoft Office-based custom
automations to replace several older automated and manual business processes.
These processes interfaced and acquired data from the legacy enterprise
database to provide up to date information. The system was developed to
allow seamless migration, on a process by process basis, to a more robust data
warehouse environment as the database and processing requirements of each
application exceeded the practical limits of the Microsoft Office environment.

Benefits

Each new system and process was developed in one-quarter to one-half the
time and cost of similar solutions developed entirely within the legacy
enterprise system, with operator interfaces and reporting capabilities not
available through the enterprise system. Typical process time and quality
improvements ranged from 100% to well over 10,000%

Why choose AIM?

Choose AIM to guarantee a quality project managed by a hands-on project
manager, engineer, MBA, with Six Sigma quality credentials and decades of
experience not only designing and implementing productivity and management
solutions, but using them as a “real-world” professional manager.
Choose AIM to ensure your project does not go over budget. AIM can offer
fixed or ROI-based pricing. Over many years and dozens of projects, AIM has
never exceeded a fixed priced budget – and never will.
Choose AIM to reduce delays and missed deadlines. AIM eliminates needless
layers of management and communication obstacles inherent to traditional
project teams.
Choose AIM because you want a partner with both a winning attitude and
record that brings a competitive advantage to your team.

How can I learn more?

Contact Chris Kliesmet at ADVANCED INTEGRATED METHODS
414-429-9501, chris@aboutaim.com
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